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Abstract—Cooperative diversity has been recognized as an effective and low-cost technique to combat multipath fading and
enhance transmission reliability. Motivated by the fact that many
existing cooperative protocols suffer some loss of ergodic capacity, network coding, which is a technique that is well known
for its capability to increase system throughput, is proposed in
this paper to be combined with cooperative diversity for uplink
transmissions. Two kinds of information-theoretic metrics, i.e.,
outage and ergodic capacities, are developed for the proposed
transmission scheme to assist with performance evaluation. The
developed analytic results, which are shown to fit well with Monte
Carlo simulation, demonstrate that the proposed protocol can
achieve better system robustness and larger system throughput
simultaneously than comparable schemes. The application of the
proposed transmission protocol to scheduling is also studied to
achieve better fairness–throughput tradeoff.
Index Terms—Capacity, cooperative communication, multiple
input–multiple output, scheduling, system throughput.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

S A bandwidth-efficient and low-cost way to provide
diversity, cooperative transmission has been shown to be
effective in combating multipath fading and is widely used
in many communication scenarios, such as wireless sensor
networks and cellular systems [1]. Following the initial study
in [2]–[4], there has been tremendous research interest in improving the spectral efficiency of cooperative diversity.
For example, a best-relay protocol has been proposed in
[5] to avoid the use of relays with deep fading channels, and
it is shown that full diversity gain can be achieved by only
consuming one extra time slot. Furthermore, to minimize the
bandwidth resource consumed by relay transmission, a cooperative protocol was proposed in [6], where the relay forwards its
observations at the same time when the source is transmitting
new messages. A similar idea was proposed in [7], where
the superposition modulation is used to avoid the case that
some time slots are entirely used for retransmission. However,
many existing cooperative transmission schemes suffer loss of
ergodic capacity, which is the price of obtaining a desirable
diversity gain.
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Separately studied in the networking layer, network coding
has been recognized as a promising technique to increase system throughput [8], [9]. The key feature of network coding is to
encourage the relay to forward the mixture of its observations.
Because of the broadcasting nature of radio propagation, network coding is ideal to be applied in wireless communications.
Since it was devised at a networking layer, it has been assumed
that physical layer conditions are perfect, which is not realistic
due to multipath fading. The work in [10] is one of the first few
to address network coding from the physical layer aspect. As
an extension of [10], the combination of network coding and
relay selection is studied in [11] to combat fading and explore
the dynamic nature of the wireless environment.
Naturally, cooperative diversity and network coding are complementary to each other, and the aim of this paper is to study
the combination of network coding and cooperative diversity
for the communication scenario where multiple sources are
communicating with a common destination. The contribution of
this paper is threefold. First, a novel cooperative transmission
protocol assisted by network coding is proposed. Multiple
sources will simultaneously broadcast, and the signals forwarded by a relay will be a mixture of its observations. Because
of the use of network coding, to deliver the same amount of
information, the proposed cooperative protocol only needs the
same number of time slots as the direct transmission scheme,
and therefore, the significant loss of ergodic capacity caused
by classical protocols, such as those in [3], can be avoided. To
further improve system performance, a relay selection strategy
is applied, where only the relay with good connection in both
the base station and the sources will be selected. Furthermore,
formal proof is provided to show that with two sources involved
in the cooperation, the proposed transmission protocol can
achieve the largest ergodic sum rate.
Second, the analytic results of two information-theoretic
metrics, i.e., outage and ergodic capacities, are developed for
the proposed cooperative transmission protocol. It is shown
that the proposed protocol can achieve the same diversity
order but a constant gain of outage probability compared with
many existing cooperative schemes [5], [7]. Furthermore, it is
demonstrated that the proposed protocol suffers no loss of ergodic system throughput, unlike other cooperative schemes. A
constant performance gain of ergodic capacity can be observed,
compared with direct transmission, which is due to the use
of network coding and relay selection strategies. Monte Carlo
simulation is provided to evaluate the accuracy of the developed
analytic results.
Third, the application of the proposed cooperative transmission protocol to scheduling is also discussed in this paper.
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Fig. 1. Diagram for the description of the proposed network-coded cooperative transmission protocol. M denotes the number of sources, and N denotes
the number of qualified relays.

Recall that the performance of a scheduler has been fundamentally constrained by the fairness–throughput tradeoff. Since
the proposed protocol can improve the users’ channel condition
without reducing throughput, it is natural to apply the proposed
scheme to scheduling. As shown in this paper, a simple combination of the proposed protocol with a round-robin scheduler
can achieve better balance of system throughput and fairness.
II. D ESCRIPTION OF T RANSMISSION S TRATEGY
Consider a centralized communication scenario where multiple sources are communicating with a common node. Such
a communication scenario can be a wireless sensor network,
where a data fusion center collects data from multiple sensors,
or a traditional cellular mobile system, where multiple users
are communicating with a base station. The half duplex mode
is considered in this paper, where a node cannot transmit and
receive at the same time. Time-division multiplexing access is
adopted in this paper, where the developed results can straightforwardly be extended to other multiple-access techniques.
Time synchronization is assumed among all nodes, including
the source, destination, and relays. Note that for practical
systems, such as Global System for Mobile Communications
and Universal Mobile Telecommunications System, such an assumption about time synchronization can be realized. Consider
that there are M active users who have the data sent to the base
station and L inactive users that will act as relays and assist
the active users for successful transmission. Fig. 1 shows the
transmission strategy of the proposed cooperative protocol.
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CSI, e.g., its incoming channels from the M sources and its
outgoing channel to the destination. During the initialization
stage, such an assumption can be realized by using trainingbased approaches. In particular, each of the M sources will
take turns to broadcast training information,1 where the base
station and the L relays will use such training information
and accomplish channel estimation. One extra time slot is
needed for the base station to broadcast training information,
so each relay can estimate its outgoing channel. To obtain
relay–destination CSI at the base station, each of the M − 1
used relays will transmit training information before their data
transmissions.
Based on its local channel information, each relay will know
whether it can successfully decode the M users’ information.
The criterion for successful decoding will be discussed in detail
later. Note that the number of qualified relays, which is denoted
as N , has an impact on the decision of which mode can be
supported, which implies the following assumption is required
by the proposed protocol: Consider that the base station has
access to the value of N , i.e., the number of qualified relays,
which can be realized by asking each relay to feedback one
digit to the base station and indicate whether it is qualified.
If N ≥ (M − 1), then the cooperative mode will be used,
where the base station needs to broadcast the CSI of the
channels between the M sources and the base station to all of
the relays. Signaling through the dedicated command channel is
assumed to be errorless. If N < (M − 1), then the traditional
time-division duplex direct transmission scheme will be used,
where the M users take turns to transmit, and there is no
cooperation among the users. It is important to point out that
the probability of the events with N ≥ (M − 1) is much larger
than that with N < (M − 1) at high SNR and a fixed data rate,
which will be formally proved in the following. In addition, the
reason to have the criterion of N ≥ (M − 1) will be discussed
after the signal model at the base station is introduced.
B. Cooperative Mode
In this paper, we only consider the cooperation between the
relays and the sources. At the first time slot, all of the M users
will broadcast their data simultaneously, where all of the L
relays and the base station listen. Hence, the base station will
receive
yD1 =

M


hmD sm + n1

(1)

m=1

where hmD denotes the channel between the mth source and
the destination, sm is the mth user’s message, and n1 denotes
the white Gaussian noise. At the same time, each relay receives
y rn =

M


hmrn sm + nrn

∀n ∈ {1, . . . , L}.

(2)

m=1

A. Initialization

As discussed before, it is assumed that CSI is available at
the receiver. Therefore, each relay will decide whether it can

It is assumed that the destination has access to the
channel state information (CSI) for source–destination and
relay–destination channels, and each relay has access to its local

1 Even for noncooperative schemes, such a stage is still necessary since CSI
is required for coherent detection at the base station. The bandwidth resource
for training is proportional to the number of active users M .
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successfully decode the M users’ information based on its local
channel information. Define ρ as the SNR, and the criterion
used for successful decoding is that its local channel information can satisfy




2
Rm ≤ log 1 + ρ
|hmrn |
∀S ⊆ {1, . . . , M }
m∈S

m∈S

(3)
which is the capacity region for multiple-access channels
[12], [13]. Here, Rm is denoted as the targeted data rate
for the mth user. For simplicity, a symmetrical system is
considered here, where R will be used as the common data
rate, i.e., R = Rm , m ∈ {1, . . . , M }. As long as one relay’s
incoming channels hmrn can support all of the inequalities
in (3), the relay shall be able to decode all of the source
messages. In practice, successive decoding and interference
cancellation based approaches can be applied to realize the
capacity region of multiple access channels, where the source
information with less fading attenuation will be decoded first
and then subtracted from the mixture [12], [14]. An alternative
to reduce the computational complexity at the relays is to
use amplify forward strategies; however, it could cause the
difficulty that the CSIs of all the channels, including the
source–relay channels, have to be collected at the destination
for effective detection [15]. Assume that N of all of the L relay
candidates can satisfy the criterion and, hence, be capable of
decoding the M sources’ information correctly. By ordering
the relay–destination channels, denote the N qualified relays
as R1 , . . . , RN , where |hRn D |2 ≥ |hRn+1 D |2 . Note that out of
the N qualified relays, we only need to use (M − 1) best ones.
During the next M − 1 time slots, the M − 1 qualified relays with the best relay–destination channel condition
(R1 , . . . , RM −1 ) will take turns to communicate with the base
station. The scheduling of transmission can be accomplished in
a distributed way by adjusting each relay’s backoff time that
is inversely proportional to the quality of its relay–destination
channel |hRm D |2 [5], [16]. As a result, a relay with a poorer
channel condition has to wait longer, and eventually, the relay
with the best channel condition can seize the control of the
channel. With the application of network coding, each of the
M − 1 relays transmits a perturbed mixture of the M users’
messages
ŝRm =

M


γRm ,m sm

(4)

m=1

where γRm ,m is the weighting factor. The choice of the weighting factors γRm ,m is devised to satisfy

Γm ⊥ Γn ,
∀m = n, m, n ∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}
(5)
Γ
=
1,
∀m
∈ {0, . . . , M − 1}
ΓH
m m
where Γm = [γRm ,1 · · · γRm ,M ]T for m ∈ {1, . . . , M − 1},

2
Γ0 = (1/p)[h1D · · · hM D ]T , and p = M
m=1 |hmD | . Note
that the signal combination strategy proposed in (4) can ensure
that the transmission power at each relay will be constrained as




(6)
E ŝRm ŝ∗Rm = E ΓTm ssH Γ∗m = ΓTm Γ∗m = 1

Fig. 2. Use of random weighting factors versus use of orthogonal weighting
factors. The data rate is set as R = 4 bits/Hz/s.

where s = [s1 · · · sM ]T ; the second equality follows from
the assumption that the channels are quasi-static, and the last
equality follows from (4). In addition, to ensure relay transmission power constrained, the use of the proposed combination
strategy can also ensure that the coefficient vectors used by
different relays Γm are orthogonal to each other. Such an
orthogonal property is very useful to simplify the expression of
the mutual information, as shown in the following. It is assumed
that the weighting factor Γm can have an errorless feedback
from the base station at the beginning of each relay transmission. Evidently, the feedback of the weighting vector Γm will
cause an extra system overhead. Recall that the main reason
to use such orthogonal factors is to simplify development and
obtain explicit expressions of analytic results. In practice, the
weighting factor Γm can be randomly generated at each relay,
so Assumption 4 can be removed, and the feedback of Γm is
no longer necessary. In Fig. 2, the outage performance of the
two schemes using random and orthogonal weighting factors
is shown as a function of SNR. As can be seen from the
figure, the use of random weighting factors only causes a slight
loss of reception reliability. More importantly, the scheme with
random weighting factors can still achieve the same diversity
gain as that with orthogonal factors since the curves for the two
schemes have the same slope.
Hence, during the next M − 1 time slots, the destination will
receive2
yDm = hRm D ŝRm + nm .

(7)

2 At each of these M − 1 time slots, the M sources can continue transmitting new messages sm as in [4] and [6], which can
M
M −1
yield a larger sum rate as I = ((log{(1 + ρ m=1 |hmD |2 ) m=1 (1 +

M

ρ m=1 |hmD |2 + ρ|hRm D |2 )})/M ). However, such a variance of the
proposed scheme requires more sophisticated coding techniques to retrieve
the new messages sm . Since the key point of this paper is to advocate the
combination of cooperative diversity and network coding, we only focus on
such orthogonal relay transmission in this paper. All the developed results,
including the outage/ergodic capacities and the optimality of M , can be
straightforwardly extended to the nonorthogonal scheme.
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Stacking over the M time slots, the signal model for the
proposed transmission scheme can be shown as
y = DHs + n

(8)

where y = [yD1 · · · yDM ]T , D = diag{p, hR1 D , . . . ,
hRM −1 D }, H = [Γ0 · · · ΓM ]T , and n = [n1 · · · nM ]T . Note
that the signal model in the foregoing equation can be viewed
as a set of linear equations. There are M observations, which
can be used to construct M linear equations. There are M
symbols in s, which can be viewed as unknown variables.
Therefore, we have M linear equations to solve M unknown
variables, and such linear equations are solvable. This is the
reason we need at least (M − 1) relays.
By using the fact that the weighting factors are well defined,
i.e., HHH = IM , the sum rate achieved by the cooperative
mode (N ≥ (M − 1)) can be shown as


 M −1
M

1
co
2
2
1+ρ|hRm D |
log
1+ρ
|hmD |
IM,N =
M
m=1
m=1
where the factor 1/M is due to the fact that communication
happens in M successive time slots.
C. Optimality of the Number of Users for Cooperation
Combining with the case of the non-cooperative mode, the
sum rate achieved by the proposed transmission technique can
be written as
IM,N =

co
IM,N
,
 M
log


(1+ρ|hmD |2 )
m=1
M

proposed cooperative
virtual channels,
 technique2 is to create M
2
2
where |ĥ1D |2 = M
m=1 |hmD | and |ĥmD | = |hRm−1 D | for
m ∈ {2, . . . , M }. For a sufficient number of relaying candidates, it can be proved that the quality of the virtual channels is
better than the direct transmission channels |ĥmD |2 ≥ |hmD |2 ,
and hence, the mutual information achieved by the proposed
cooperative scheme will be larger than the noncooperative
scheme. In the following sections, we will provide detailed
performance evaluation for the proposed protocol.
III. I NFORMATION -T HEORETIC M ETRICS
In this section, two kinds of information-theoretic metrics
will be studied, i.e., the outage and ergotic capacities, respectively. The outage capacity measures the robustness performance a system can achieve, and the ergodic capacity focuses
on the averaged throughput a system can support. Together,
these two information-theoretic metrics will provide a comprehensive performance evaluation for the proposed networkingcoded cooperative protocol. Note that due to Theorem 1, we
will only focus on the scenario with two source nodes.
A. Outage Capacity
First, the definition of the outage capacity is given here.
Definition 1: α% outage capacity is the maximum data rate
R that can be supported with the targeted outage probability
α%, i.e.,
max

if N ≥ (M − 1)
, if N < (M − 1).

R

(9)

A natural question for the proposed transmission scheme is that
how many users can achieve the best performance. Consider
a scheme with a fixed number of relays. When the number
of users to cooperate is increasing, there will be less qualified
relays that can decode all the M users’ information. As a result,
there will be less freedom to explore the dynamic wireless
environments. Hence, the intuition is that the more users participate in cooperation, the worse the system performance will
be. The following theorem about the optimality of the number
of involved users confirms our intuition.
Theorem 1: For the proposed network-coded cooperative
scheme, the largest ergodic sum rate can be achieved where
there are only two users participating in cooperation.
Proof: See the Appendix.

The benefit of the small number of users for cooperation is to
reduce the system complexity. For example, with a small M , the
computational complexity to decode the sources’ information
at each relay will be reduced. The system overhead can also
be reduced for a smaller number of M since the destination
needs to broadcast less CSI to all of the relays. Therefore, in
the following sections, we will only focus on the scenario with
two source nodes.
Comparing the expressions of the mutual information
achieved by the two modes, it is obvious that the cooperative
expression can achieve better performance. The effect of the
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P (I < R) ≤ α%.

From its definition, it is necessary to find to the outage probability to obtain the outage capacity.
Rewrite the sum rate supportable for the proposed protocol as
I2,N =

co
I2,N
,
1
2

log



2
m=1

1 + ρ|hmD |

2



if N ≥ 1
, if N < 1

(10)

where |hRD |2 is the relay–destination channel with the largest
value among the independent identically distributed (i.i.d.)
variables |hRm D |2 for m ∈ {1, . . . , N }.
The outage event can be defined as

Δ
O=
OA
(11)
A

where the union is taken over all possible subsets A ⊆ {1, 2},
and OA can be defined as

Δ
OA =
ON,A
∀N ∈ {0, . . . , L}
(12)
N
Δ

ON,A =

I (sA ; y|sAc , H = H, D = D, N = N ) ≤




Ri

i∈A

(13)
which follows the definition of outage events in [7] and [13].
Furthermore, define |A| as the number of users in A. Note that
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the symmetric
system is of interest in this paper, which means

|A|R = i∈A Ri . Hence, for the case of N ≥ 1, the mutual
information can be written as
2
IN,A1 = log 1 + ρ |h1D |2 + γ21
|hRD |2
2
IN,A2 = log 1 + ρ |h2D |2 + γ22
|hRD |2



2

1
2
2
IN,A3 = log
1+ρ
1 + ρ|hRD |
|hmD |
2
m=1

where
IN,An = I(sAn ; y|sAcn , H = H, D = D, N = N ),
A1 = {1}, A1 = {2}, and A1 = {1, 2}, as shown in [13].
The exact expression of the outage probability can be difficult to find, and its upper and lower bounds will be developed
in the following:




OA ≤
P (OA )
(14)
P (OA1 ) ≤ P (O) = P


A

A

where P (OA ) = N P (ON,A )P (N = N ).
The calculation of the outage probability requires the knowledge of the probability for the event that N of all the L
relaying candidates can decode the two users’ messages successfully. The following lemma provides an approximation for
the criterion that one relay can decode the sources’ messages
successfully.
Lemma 1: Consider that all the channels are independent and
identically Rayleigh faded. Define x and y as the norm of two
channels from the two sources to a relay. For high SNR and a
fixed data rate, the condition for the relay to successfully decode
the sources’ messages can be relaxed as follows:


2R − 1
22R − 1
2R − 1
,y ≥
,x + y ≥
P x≥
ρ
ρ
ρ


2R − 1
2R − 1
,y ≥
≈P x≥
. (15)
ρ
ρ
Proof: See the Appendix.

With this approximation, the probability for the number of
qualified relays can be obtained from the following theorem.
Theorem 2: Assume that all of the channels are i.i.d. Raleigh
fading. Given L relaying candidates, the probability for the
number of relays that can decode the two sources’ message
successfully can be approximated at high SNR and a fixed data
rate as
L−N 
 R
L
L!
2 −1
.
P (N = N ) ≈
ρ
N !(L − N )!(L − l)!
l=N
(16)
Proof: See the Appendix.

One remark for Theorem 2 is that, conditioned on a fixed
data rate and high SNR, the event that all of the L relays
can decode the M users’ information will eventually dominate
the other events. Specifically, it can easily be evaluated that at
high SNR, we can have P (N = L) → 1 and P (N = N ) → 0
∀ 0 ≤ N < L. This also confirms our previous statement that
the cooperative mode will be the dominant mode and that the
noncooperative mode only has limited effects on the outage

probability. With the help of Theorem 2, the outage probability
for the proposed cooperative scheme can be shown as the
following theorem.
Theorem 3: Assume that all of the channels are i.i.d. Raleigh
fading. With high SNR and a fixed data rate R, the outage
probability for the proposed cooperative transmission strategy
can be bounded as
 R
 R
L+1
L+1
2 −1
2 −1
≤ P (O) ≤ 4CL
(17)
CL
ρ
ρ

L
where CL = L
N =0
l=N (L!/(N + 1)!(L − N )!(L − l)!)
Proof: See the Appendix.

As can be seen from Theorem 3, the diversity order that
the proposed network coded cooperative scheme can achieve
is L + 1. A comparison between the proposed scheme and an
existing cooperative protocol is provided as follows.
1) Numerical Results: Consider an indoor rich-scattering
environment that is typically assumed by existing cooperative
schemes, as in [3] and [7]. Hence, all of the addressed channels
can be treated as identically independent Raleigh distributed.
The targeted data rate is R = 2 bits/Hz/s, and the number of
relays is L = 2. The performance of the proposed transmission protocol will be compared with two existing transmission
schemes, i.e., the direct transmission scheme and the best relay
protocol. The best relay scheme was originally developed in
[5] for single-user scenarios, where the source first broadcasts
its messages, and at the second time slot, the best relay is
selected for cooperation by setting the backoff period of each
relay inversely proportional to its channel condition. Note that
the source cannot transmit during relay transmissions.
It can be observed from Fig. 3 that the two curves of the
proposed protocol and the best relay scheme have the same
slope, which confirms our statement that both schemes can
achieve the same diversity gain. However, the proposed cooperative scheme can achieve a constant gain of outage probability
over the best relay protocol. This is due to the fact that the
relay transmission of the proposed protocol is more spectrally
efficient than the best relay due to the use of network coding.
Furthermore, the two developed upper and lower bounds for
the outage probability have also been provided in the figure and
shown to fit well with the Monte Carlo simulation results.
B. Ergodic Capacity
Definition 2: The ergodic capacity is the long-term data rate
that a system can support, i.e.,
∞
IfI (I)dI

Ce =
0

where fI (·) is the probability density function (pdf) of the
mutual information I.
Recall that PM (N = N ) is a function of the source–relay
channel coefficients and that IM,N is a function of the
source–destination and relay–destination channel coefficients.
Since all of the channels are assumed to be i.i.d. Raleigh fading,
the two variables IM,N and PM (N = N ) are independent of
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TABLE I
EVALUATION OF THE VALUE OF THE CONSTANT CN

Fig. 3. Outage probability versus SNR. The data rate is set as R =
2 bits/Hz/s. Both Monte Carlo simulation and the developed analytic results
are shown.

each other. From its definition, the ergodic capacity achieved
by the proposed scheme can be calculated as
Ce =

L


E{IM,N }P (N = N ).

(18)

N =0

Despite its simple form, the expression of the ergodic capacity
is very difficult to get since the probability P (N = N ) is also a
function of the data rate. To obtain explicit analytic results for
the ergodic capacity, it is assumed here that there will be a fixed
number of relays N ≥ 1 that can successfully decode the M
users’ information. The practical meaning for this assumption
is that around the active users, there are typically some inactive
users that have the line-of-sight connection with the active
users. For example, in a large conference room, it is realistic to
assume that some inactive users have lossless connection with
the active user.
To obtain the expression of the ergodic capacity, the following lemma is needed.
Lemma 2: The following equality holds:
N  

N (−1)i
i=0

i

i+1

=

1
N +1

(19)

for integer N .
Proof: The lemma can be proved by first applying the
equation in [17, eq. (0.155.1)] and then some algebraic
manipulations.

With the help of Lemma 2, the ergodic system throughput
can be obtained from the following theorem.
Theorem 4:
1
E{IN } ≈ (log ρ − C log e) + (log e + CN )
2
where C denotes Euler’s constant, and
−1 N −1
(−1)i+1 (1/(i + 1)) ln(i + 1).
N log e N
i=0
i
Proof: See the Appendix.

Fig. 4. Ergodic capacity versus SNR. Solid lines show the results obtained by
using Monte Carlo simulation, and dashed lines show the developed analytic
results.

(20)
CN =


The value of the constant CN is only a function of N , and
Table I shows its value for different N . As can be seen from the
table, the constant CN is always positive and a monotonically
increasing function of N . Recall that the ergodic capacity
achieved by direct transmission can be written as
E{ID } ≈ (log ρ − C log e).
Hence, the difference of system throughput achieved by the two
schemes can be shown as
=

1
(log e + CN ).
2

(21)

Since CN ≥ 0 is a monotonically increasing function of N ,
is always positive, and its value is a proportional function of N .
Hence, the proposed cooperative protocol can achieve larger
ergodic system throughput than direct transmission, whereas
most cooperative diversity schemes suffer some loss for system
throughput due to inefficient relay transmission.
1) Numerical Results: The simulation condition is the same
as that for the outage probability. The performance of the
proposed transmission protocol will be again compared with
two existing transmission schemes, i.e., the direct transmission
scheme and the best relay protocol. As can be seen from Fig. 4,
the best relay protocol achieves the smallest ergodic sum rate
among the three transmission schemes, which is due to the extra
bandwidth consumption of relay transmission. At high SNR, it
is very possible that the source–destination channel is already
good enough for reliable communications, where the allocation
of only one extra time slot for retransmission can only reduce
the system throughput.
Due to the use of network coding and relay selection strategy,
relay transmission is more efficiently devised for the proposed
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protocol, and hence, a larger ergodic capacity can be achieved
compared with the best relay. The performance gain of the
proposed scheme over direct transmission is due to the fact that
the dynamic nature of radio propagation has been fully utilized
and the inactive users/relays have been explored as a new
dimension of networking resource. Furthermore, the curves
obtained from our developed analytic expressions are very close
to the Monte Carlo simulation results, which demonstrate the
accuracy of the developed analytic results.
IV. A PPLICATION OF THE P ROPOSED T RANSMISSION
P ROTOCOL TO S CHEDULING
Scheduling is fundamental for wireless communications,
and its ultimate goal is to optimally accomplish the task that
multiple users share resources in a desired way. A fundamental
limit of scheduling is the throughput–fairness tradeoff, where
the two extreme schedulers, i.e., the max-SNR and roundrobin schedulers, are good examples to illustrate the dilemma
of scheduling. Consider the wireless communication scenario
where M active users are communicating with the same destination. The max-SNR scheduler will always select the user that
has the best connection with the base station. Hence, the maxSNR can achieve the largest system throughput, but have poor
performance for fairness since a user that has worse connection
with the base station will never be served. On the other hand,
the round-robin scheduler will ask the multiple user to take
turns for transmission. Hence, it can achieve the best fairness
but have poor system throughput.
Since serving a user with poor channel condition is unavoidable to decrease the system throughput, a previous study for
scheduling has been focused on how to reduce the resource
allocated for such a user and maintain an acceptable fairness.
An alternative considered in this paper is to improve the channel
condition of such a user and increase its supportable data rate.
It is important that such an improvement in channel condition
is achieved without causing any loss of ergodic throughput. For
this reason, multiple input–multiple output is a good candidate
to improve the fairness–throughput tradeoff, but it requires the
extra cost of hardware updating for all the users. Many existing
cooperative protocols, such as the classical protocols in [3], [5],
cannot be used to improve the efficiency of scheduling since the
robustness gain, or diversity gain, is obtained by consuming extra bandwidth resources. Naturally, the proposed transmission
protocol is a desirable candidate for application to scheduling
since it can improve system robustness and throughput at
the same time. The key observation is that inactive users, or
relays, can be seen as another dimension of bandwidth resource
because of the dynamic nature of the radio environment. This
observation is important in practice since the number of inactive
users is typically far larger than the active users.
A simple application of the proposed protocol to scheduling
can first be to randomly group the active users in pair and
then apply round-robin scheduling among the groups. This way,
the fairness achieved by this simple scheduler is the same as
round-robin, and the channel quality of each user can also
be improved. Fig. 5 demonstrates the impact of the proposed
transmission protocol to scheduling. Assume that the total

Fig. 5.

Ergodic system throughput versus SNR.

number of active users is M = 2 or M = 4, and the other
simulation condition is the same as that in the last section. As
can be seen from the figure, the performance of such a simple
application can be comparable to the max-SNR scheduler.
When there are two active users, the proposed scheduler with
N = 2 qualified relays can outperform the max-SNR scheduler.
When the number of active users is increasing, the proposed
scheduler can still achieve similar system throughput to the
max-SNR scheduler, as long as there are sufficient qualified
relays. By combining the proposed transmission technique with
other more advanced schedulers, it is promising that the system
throughput can further be increased while maintaining the
fairness performance.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied the combination of cooperative diversity and network coding for broadband uplink
transmissions. Two kinds of information-theoretic metrics, i.e.,
outage probability and ergodic capacity, were developed for the
proposed transmission scheme for performance evaluation. The
application of the proposed transmission protocol to scheduling
was also proposed to achieve better fairness–throughput tradeoff. Due to space limitations, the study of practical scheduling
protocol design is left as a future direction, where some initial
results have been reported in [18].
A PPENDIX
Proof of Theorem 1: Recall from (10) that the sum rate
supportable for the proposed cooperative scheme is IM,N
conditioned on the fact that there are N relays satisfying (3).
Denote the probability of the event that there are N qualified
relays as PM (N = N ), where M is used to point out the
fact that the probability is also a function of M . Recall that
PM (N = N ) is only a function of the source–relay channel coefficients, and IM,N is a function of the source–destination and
relay–destination channel coefficients. Since all of the channels
are assumed to be i.i.d. Raleigh fading, the two variables IM,N
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and PM (N = N ) are independent of each other. Hence, the
ergodic sum rate can be written as
CM =

L


E{IM,N }PM (N = N ).

(22)

N =0

To prove the theorem, define the difference between the
ergodic sum rate achieved by the two schemes with M and
M − 1 users to cooperate as
= CM −1 − CM .
The aim of this proof is to show the difference larger than zero,
which means that CM is a mono decreasing function of M . For
specific N, the difference can be broken into three parts, i.e.,
=

1

+

2

+

3

(23)

M −3
M −3
where
1 =
N =0 E{IM −1,N }PM −1 (N = N ) −
N =0
E{IM,N }PM (N = N ),
2 = E{IM −1,M −2 }PM −1 (N = M −
L
2) − E{IM,M −2 }PM (N = M − 2), and
3 =
N =M −1
L
E{IM −1,N }PM −1 (N = N )− N =M −1 E{IM,N }PM (N = N ).
From its definition in (23), 1 denotes the difference of the
sum rate between two schemes when they all degrade to the
direct transmission mode, which implies
M −3

M
−3


PM −1 (N = N ) −
PM (N = N )
1 = CD
N =0

N =0

By applying Jensen’s inequality, we can have
⎡ ⎧ 
M ⎫⎤
 −1
⎪
⎪
⎬
⎨ 1+ρ M
m=1 xm,M
⎥
⎢
≥
log
E
⎣

M −1 ⎦
31

⎪
⎪
M
⎭
⎩ 1+ρ
m=1 xm,M
$ 
%&
(zM −1 )M
= log E
.
(zM )M −1

×

(26)

Recalling that the Rayleigh fading channels from M source
nodes to the relay node are i.i.d., xm,M are independent ex −1
ponential variables. Hence, M
m=1 xm,M is Chi-square distributed with 2(M − 1) degrees of freedom, which implies

M −1
z−1
z−1
1
fzM (z) =
e− ρ .
(27)
ρ(M − 1)!
ρ
Since it is assumed that xm,M and xm,M −1 are i.i.d. variables,
we can have


%
%


1
(zM −1 )M
M
E
E
= E (zM −1 )
(zM )M −1
(zM )M −1


1
(28)
≥ E (zM −1 )M
E {(zM )M −1 }
where Jensen’s inequality is applied since ψ(x) = 1/xM is a
convex function. The variable E{(zM −1 )M } can be calculated
as


E (zM −1 )

(24)
where CD denotes the ergodic capacity of direct transmission.
The variable 2 denotes the sum rate difference of the
two schemes for the event when the cooperative mode can be
operated for the scheme with M sources and when the direct
transmission mode is still operated for the scheme with M − 1
sources. Hence, 2 can be written as


M
−1

1
2
log
1+ρ
|hmD |
2 =E
M −1
m=1

M −2
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M



∞
= 1

z M (z−1)M −2 e−

z−1
ρ

dz

1

∞
z−1
(2M −2)! M
ρ
≥ 1 (z−1)2M −2 e− ρ dz =
(M −2)!
1

(29)
where 1 = (1/ρM −1 (M − 2)!). Similarly, we can have


E (zM )M −1 = 2

∞

z M −1 (z − 1)M −1 e−

z−1
ρ

dz

1

≤ e− ρ
1

1 + ρ|hRm D |2

2M
−2

k=0

(2M − 2)! M −k−1
ρ
k!(M − 1)!

m=1

× PM −1 (N = M − 2) − CD PM (N = M − 2)
≥ CD [PM −1 (N = M − 2) − PM (N = M − 2)]

(25)

where the inequality follows the assumption that all the channels are i.i.d. Raleigh fading.
The calculation of 3 is more complex, and it is useful to
first prove 3 = E{IM −1,N − IM,N } ≥ 0. The calculation
of this difference can further be broken into two parts, i.e.,

31 +
32 , where
31 = E{αM −1 − αM },
32 =
3 =

αM = (1/M ) log(1 + ρ M
x
),
E{βM −1 − βM },
m,M
m=1
−1
2
βM = (1/M ) log{ M
(1
+
ρy
)},
x
=
|h
|
m,M
m,M
mD ,
m=1
and ym,M = |hRm D |2 . Without losing generality, it is assumed
that two schemes select different sources to participate in
cooperation, and hence, xm,M and xm,M −1 are i.i.d. variables.

where 2 = (1/ρM (M − 1)!).
Now the difference 31 can be written as
⎤
⎡
(2M −2)! M
(M −2)! ρ
⎦
⎣ 1
31 ≥ log
−2 (2M −2)! M −k−1
e− ρ 2M
ρ
k=0
k!(M −1)!
≈ (M − 1)ρ ≥ 0.

(30)

On the other hand, we can have
32

1
E
=
M (M − 1)

(M − 1)

M
−2


log

m=1
M
−2


(1 + ρym,M −1 )
(1 + ρym,M )

(1 + ρym,M −1 )
+M
log
(1 + ρyM −1,M )
m=1
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which can further be approximated as
32

≥

M −2
1 
1 + ρE{ym,M −1 }
log
M m=1
1 + ρE{ym,M }

+

M
−2

1 + ρE{ym,M −1 }
1
.
log
M (M − 1) m=1
1 + ρE{yM −1,M }

(31)

With the same number of N qualified relays, recall
that the N relays have been ordered as y1,M −1 ≥
and
y1,M ≥ · · · ≥ yN,M .
Conditioned
· · · ≥ yN,M −1
on the fact that these relay–destination channels are
i.i.d. Raleigh fading before the ordering, it can easily
be shown that (1 + ρE{ym,M −1 }/1 + ρE{ym,M }) = 1
Hence,
and
(1 + ρE{ym,M −1 }/1 + ρE{yM −1,M }) ≥ 1.
32 ≥ 0. Together with (30), we can conclude that
E{IM −1,N − IM,N } ≥ 0. Hence, 3 can be simplified as
3≥

L


E{IM,N } [PM −1 (N = N )−PM (N = N )]

N =M −1



≥ CD

L



[PM −1 (N = N )−PM (N = N )]

(32)

N =M −1

where the last inequality follows the fact that the sum
rate supported by the cooperative mode is larger than the
noncooperative mode. Now, combining (24), (25), and (32), it
can obtained that
 L


[PM −1 (N = N ) − PM (N = N )] ≥ 0
≥ CD
N =0

where the last inequality follows the fact that it is a stronger
condition to have N relays to correctly decode M user’s
information compared with that for the case of M − 1 users.
The theorem is proved.

Proof for Lemma 1: The lemma can be proved since the
difference between the two probabilities can be shown as


2R −1
2R −1
,y ≥
=P x ≥
ρ
ρ


R
2R −1
22R −1
2 −1
,y ≥
, x+y ≥
−P x≥
ρ
ρ
ρ


2R −1
22R −1
2R −1
,y ≥
, x+y ≤
=P x ≥
. (33)
ρ
ρ
ρ

atropinization. Therefore, the probability P (x ≥ ((2R −
1)/ρ), y ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ), x + y ≥ ((22R − 1)/ρ)) can be upper bounded by P (x ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ), y ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ)), and
the difference between the two probabilities is decreasing
to zero at high SNR. To simplify the development of analytic results, we use P (x ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ), y ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ))
to approximate P (x ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ), y ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ), x +
y ≥ ((22R − 1)/ρ)). It is important to note that the use of
P (x ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ), y ≥ ((2R − 1)/ρ)) yields a lower bound
on the performance. Or in the other words, the analytical results
obtained by using the proposed approximation are worse than
the actual performance achieved by the proposed cooperative
protocol.

Proof for Theorem 2: According to Lemma 1, a qualified
relay should satisfy
|h1ri |2 ≥ ε

and

|h2ri |2 ≥ ε

(35)

where ε = (2R − 1)/ρ. Hence, such a qualified relay can be
selected as follows: First, select the l of all the L relays that
satisfies |h1ri |2 ≥ ε. Then, within the l candidates, select the N
relay that can satisfy |h2ri |2 ≥ ε. Obviously, it is necessary that
l ≥ N.
Therefore, the probability of the number N can be found as
P (N = N ) =

L


P (N = N |l = l)P (l = l)

(36)

l=N

where P (l = l) denotes the probability that l out of L relays can decode the messages from the first source correctly,
and P (N = N |l = l) denotes the probability that N out of
the l relays can decode the second source message correctly.
To calculate P (l = l), assume that xi = |h1ri |2 have been
ordered as
x(1) ≤ · · · ≤ x(L) .
The probability that there are l relays capable to decode the first
source’s information can be obtained as
P (l = l) = P x(L−l) ≤ ε, x(L−l+1) ≥ ε .

(37)

Applying order statistics [19], the joint pdf of x(L−l) and
x(L−l+1) can explicitly be obtained, and the probability of
P (l = l) can be calculated as
ε

'
(L−l−1
f x(L−l) F x(L−l)
dx(L−l)

Conditioned on the fact that all the channels are i.i.d Rayleigh
faded, both x and y are i.i.d exponentially distributed. Therefore, the difference can be upper bounded as


22R − 1
2(2R − 1)
≤x+y ≤
≤P
ρ
ρ
& $
&
$
2R
2(2R −1)
− 2 ρ−1
−
ρ
Σ1 − 1 − e
Σ2
= 1−e

P (l = l) = cf

(
[2R − 1]2 ' R
(2 + 1)2 − 4
(34)
2
2ρ


where Σ1 = 1k=0 ((22R − 1)/ρ)k /k!, Σ2 = 1k=0 (2(2R −
1)/ρ)k /k!, and the last step follows from the high SNR

where cf = L!/(L − l − 1)!(l − 1)!. For the two extreme
cases, i.e., l = 0 and l = L, it can easily be proved that P (l =
0) = [1 − eε ]L and P (l = L) = [eε ]L . It is interesting to point
out that these two extreme cases are perfectly fit with the
expression given in (38).

≈

0

∞
×

'
(l−1
f x(L−l+1) 1 − F x(L−l+1)
dx(L−l+1)

ε

=

L!
[1−e−ε ]L−l e−lε
(L−l)!l!

(38)
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Following similar steps, we have

≤P

l!
[1 − e−ε ]l−N e−N ε
P (N = N |l = l) =
(l − N )!N !


+P

for 0 ≤ N ≤ l. Combined with (38), the probability to have N
qualified relays can be approximated as
P (N) =
≈

L

l=N
L

l=N

x
+
y

L!
[1 − e−ε ]L−N e−(N +l)ε
(L − l)!(l − N )!N !

P

2
P (IN,A1 ≤ R) = P |h1R |2 + γ21
z≤β .

(39)

For the case of M = 2,the weighting coefficient should be
2
= |h2R |2 / 2m=1 |hiR |2 . By defining x = |h1R |2
equal to γ21
and y = |h2R |2 , the outage capacity can be written as
  
P (IN,A1 ≤ R) =
fx (x)fy (y)fz (z)dxdydz. (40)

1
z≤β
w+
w+1



−x

=

fz (z)dzfw (w)dw

Note that fx (x) = e
and fz (z) = N fx (z)fx (z)
from
order statistics [19]. Hence, the lower bound of the outage
probability can be easy to obtain as
P (IN,A1 ≤ R) ≥

β )

*
1 − e−(β−z) N e−z (1 − e−z )N −1 dz

0

β
≈

[β − z]N z N −1 dz = β N +1

≈

1
(N + 1)
(42)

where the approximation follows the exponential expansion. To
find the upper bound, we can have


1
z ≤ β|y ≥ 1 P (y ≥ 1)
P (IN,A1 ≤ R) = P x + x
y +1
+P

(β − w)N dw =


y
x+
z ≤ β|y < 1 P (y < 1)
x+y

3 Without losing generality, the probability for P (O
N,A1 ) is calculated here.

β N +1
N +1

(44)

0

where cβ = (β − w)(w + 1). Following similar steps, we can
have


β N +1
1
z≤β ≈
.
(45)
P x+
x+1
N +1
It is interesting to point out that the two probabilities in (44)
and (45) are exactly same. Combining these two equations, the
upper bound can be obtained as
2β N +1
.
N +1

(46)

Comparing (46) with (42), the outage probability of P (IN,Ai ≤
R) can be bounded as
2β N +1
β N +1
≤ P (IN,Ai ≤ R) ≤
N +1
N +1

(47)

∀i ∈ {1, 2}, ∀N ∈ {1, . . . , L}.
For the extreme case of N = 0, the outage probability can
be shown as P (I0,Ai ≤ R) = P (|hiR |2 ≤ β). It can easily be
found that the expression of the outage probability in (47) can
also be applied for the case of N = 0.
By using Theorem 2, the outage probability P (OA1 ) can be
bounded as
 R
L+1 
L 
L
2 −1
L!
≤ P (OA1 )
ρ
(N +1)!(L−N )!(L−l)!
N =0 l=N



0



0

P (IN,A1 ≤ R) ≤

N −1

(43)

β cβ

β

y
x+ x+y
z≤β

The exact expression of this outage probability will be difficult
to get directly because it is difficult to obtain the integral region.
Therefore, in the following, the upper and lower bounds will be
developed to approximate the outage probability:


y
z≤β
P (IN,A1 ≤ R) = P x +
x+y
≥ P (x + z ≤ β).
(41)




1
x+
z≤β .
x+1

0

where the last equation follows the exponential expansion and
the assumption of ε  1.

Proof for Theorem 3: For the case of N ≥ 1, the outage probability for the event P (ON,Ai ) (i = 1, 2) can be
written as3

1
z≤β
+1

Define w = x/y, and the density functions of the new variable w can be obtained as Fw (w) = w/(w + 1) and fw (w) =
1/(w + 1)2 . Now, the probability can be written as


L!
εL−N
(L − l)!(l − N )!N !

x
y
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≤

2R −1
ρ

L+1 
L 
L
N =0 l=N

2L!
.
(N +1)!(L−N )!(L−l)!

For the case of N ≥ 1, the outage probability PO (A3 ) can be
calculated as follows:
P (IN,A3 ≤ 2R) = P (log {z1 (1 + ρy)} ≤ 2R)

where z1 = 1 + ρ 2m=1 |hmD |2 , and it is a Chi-square distribution with 4 degrees of freedom, i.e.,
qz1 (z1 ) =

1 z1 − 1 − z1ρ−1
e
.
ρ ρ

(48)
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Define z2 = 1 + ρy, whose cumulative distribution function is
Fz2 (z2 ) = [(z2 − 1)/ρ]N . Therefore, we can have
P (IN,A3

 2R 
22R
2
CR
≤ 2R) =
Fz2
fz1 (z1 )dz1 = N +2
z1
ρ
1

(49)
+ 22R

∀N ∈ {1, . . . , L}, where CR = 1 [(22R − x)/x]N (x −
1)dx is a constant not related with SNR. For the extreme
case of N = 0, the outage probability
can be degraded as

P (I0,A3 ≤ 2R) = P (log{(1 + ρ 2m=1 |hmD |2 )} ≤ 2R) =
(22R − 1)2 /2ρ2 . Interestingly, this extreme case can perfectly
be fit into the general expression of the outage probability in
(49). Again, using Theorem 2, the outage probability P (OA3 )
can be written as
P (OA3 ) =

L


P (OA3 ,N )P (N = N )

For the section step, define zN = 1 + ρ|hRD |2 for the case
in which there are N qualified relays. The latter part of (52) can
be written as
N log e
E{log zN } =
ρ

 L+2 
L 
L
1
CR (2R − 1)L−N L!
.
≈
ρ
(N )!(L − N )!(L − l)!

z−1
ρ

)

1 − e−

z−1
ρ

*N −1

dz.

(53)
Applying binomial expansion, we can have
i+1



N −1
e ρ ρ
i+1
N log e  N −1
Ei −
E{log zN } =
(−1)i+1
.
i
ρ
i+1
ρ
i=0
For large SNR, we can have the following approximation:


N
−1

i+1 1 N − 1
(−1)
[ln ρ − C]
E{log zN } ≈ N log e
i
i
i=0
N
−1 

i=0

(50)

ln ze−

1

+N log e

N =0

∞


N −1
1
ln(i + 1).
(−1)i+1
i
i+1

Applying Lemma 2, we can have

N =0 l=N

According to (14), the outage probability can be bounded as




P (OA1 ) ≤ P (O) = P
OA ≤
P (OA )
(51)
A

A

which can be written as
 R
 R
L+1
L+1
2 −1
2 −1
L
≤ P (OA1 ) ≤ P (O) ≤ 4L
ρ
ρ
 L+2 
L 
L
1
CR (2R − 1)L−N L!
+
ρ
(N )!(L − N )!(L − l)!
N =0 l=N

L

L

where L = N =0 l=N (L!/(N + 1)!(L − N )!(L − l)!).
With the assumption of high SNR and fixed data rate, it can
be found that P (OA3 ) will be dominated by the probability

P (OAi ) (i = 1, 2). The theorem is proved.
Proof for Theorem 4: Rewrite the mutual information as



2

1
2
2
1+ρ
1 + ρ|hRD |
IN = log
|hmD |
2
m=1
∀N ∈ {1, . . . , L}. Hence, the ergodic capacity can be shown as


2

1
2
E{IN } = E
log 1 + ρ
|hmD |
2
m=1

%
1
2
log 1 + ρ|hRD |
+E
.
2
The calculation of the ergodic capacity
can be accomplished
by two steps. First, define z = 1 + ρ 2m=1 |hmD |2 , which
has the pdf as fz (z) = (1/ρ)((z − 1)/ρ)e−((z−1)/ρ) . The first
factor in the previous equation can be shown as
E{log z} ≈ log e + log ρ − C log e.

(52)

E{log zN } ≈ log ρ − C log e + CN
(54)
N −1 N−1
i+1
where CN = N log e i=0
(1/i+1) ln(i+1).
i (−1)
In summary, the ergodic sum rate that the proposed scheme
can achieve is written as
1
E{IN } ≈ (log e+log ρ−C log e+[log ρ−C log e+CN ])
2
1
=(log ρ−C log e)+ (log e+CN ) .
2


The theorem is proved.
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